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Abstract. Global climate models with coarse horizontal
resolution are largely unable to reproduce the monsoonal
precipitation pattern over North Africa during the mid-
Holocene. Here we present the first regional, storm-resolving
simulations with an idealized but reasonable mid-Holocene
vegetation cover. In these simulations, the West African mon-
soon expands farther north by about 4–5◦, and the precipita-
tion gradient between the Guinea coast and the Sahara de-
creases compared to simulations with a barren Sahara as it
is today. The northward shift of monsoonal precipitation is
caused by land surface–atmosphere interaction, i.e., the cou-
pling of soil moisture and precipitation, as well as interac-
tions of the land surface with the large-scale monsoon circu-
lation (e.g., the African easterly jet).

The response of the monsoon circulation to an increased
vegetation cover is qualitatively similar but more pronounced
in parameterized convection simulations. We attribute the
differences in monsoonal precipitation to differences in soil
moisture that are strongly controlled by runoff and precipita-
tion characteristics. If precipitation is intense and falls over a
spatially small region, as in our storm-resolving simulations,
about 35 % of all precipitation water goes into runoff in-
stead of filling soil moisture storage. In contrast, in light and
spatially more homogeneous precipitation, as produced in
our parameterized convection simulations, only some 20 %
leaves the grid cell as runoff. Therefore, much more water is
available to maintain high soil moisture content. We confirm
the significant role of soil moisture and runoff by perform-
ing simulations with the same constant soil moisture field

in both storm-resolving and parameterized convection simu-
lations. These constant soil moisture simulations cancel the
effect of lower soil moisture on the land–atmosphere feed-
back cycle in our storm-resolving simulations. We show that
precipitation strongly increases in the storm-resolving sim-
ulations, especially in moisture-controlled regions, such as
the northern Sahel and Sahara, and reaches equally high val-
ues as in parameterized convection simulations. Our study
highlights how the type of rainfall (e.g., local and intense or
widespread and light) impacts soil moisture and thus land–
atmosphere feedbacks. This is contrary to many studies that
focus mainly on the amount of rainfall and how it modi-
fies land–atmosphere feedbacks. Moreover, this study sug-
gests that comprehensive land-surface schemes, which ap-
propriately respond to varying precipitation characteristics,
are needed for studying land surface–atmosphere interaction.

1 Introduction

During the mid-Holocene, about 5000 to 11 000 years ago,
the climate of the North African continent was wetter than
today; its landscape was characterized by a denser vege-
tation cover consisting of grasslands and shrublands (Jolly
et al., 1998) and shaped by abundant lakes and wetlands
(Tierney et al., 2017). This so-called “African humid pe-
riod” (AHP) was triggered by steady variations in the Earth’s
orbit (Kutzbach and Guetter, 1986; Street-Perrott et al.,
1990). These variations led to a stronger northern hemi-
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spheric insolation gradient and thereby to an intensified West
African monsoon circulation (Kutzbach and Otto-Bliesner,
1982; Kutzbach and Liu, 1997). It is widely accepted that the
initial changes in the West African monsoon circulation were
amplified by ocean–atmosphere (Kutzbach and Liu, 1997)
and land–atmosphere feedbacks (Claussen and Gayler, 1997;
Braconnot et al., 1999, 2012; Krinner et al., 2012; Gaetani
et al., 2017; Claussen et al., 2017), causing strong changes
in the hydrological cycle and vegetation, as indicated, for ex-
ample, in sediment records or fossils in numerous proxy data
(e.g., Peyron et al., 2006; Bartlein et al., 2011).

The intensified West African monsoon shifted monsoonal
precipitation further north and led to an increase in soil mois-
ture and hence increased vegetation cover over the semi-arid
and arid regions of the Sahel–Sahara region. In the sim-
plest feedback, increased soil moisture and enhanced veg-
etation cover increased evapotranspiration, which increased
latent heat flux and, therefore, lower-tropospheric humidity
(e.g., Kutzbach et al., 1996; Doherty et al., 2000). This fa-
vored convective activity and a positive feedback on precipi-
tation.

Moreover, wetter soils and a higher vegetation cover are
darker than bare soil; hence, the surface albedo is lower (e.g.,
Kutzbach and Liu, 1997; Claussen and Gayler, 1997; Tex-
ier et al., 1997; Broström et al., 1998; Doherty et al., 2000;
Braconnot et al., 2000; Vamborg et al., 2011). A decreased
surface albedo increased the available net surface radiation
over mid-Holocene North Africa. Levis et al. (2004) argued
that the increase in net surface energy raised the tempera-
ture over the continent and enhanced the land–sea tempera-
ture gradient. This albedo–temperature feedback dominated
the direct soil moisture–precipitation feedback (as explained
above) and intensified monsoon circulation and precipitation
over mid-Holocene North Africa. However, the temperature
over North Africa can also decrease in response to a decrease
in albedo and an increase in surface net energy as found by
Ripley et al. (1976) and Claussen and Gayler (1997). Due to
the higher moisture availability, most of the surplus of sur-
face energy is transferred to the atmosphere via latent heat
flux rather than sensible heat flux. The decrease in the Bowen
ratio (sensible heat flux divided by latent heat flux) increases
the vertical gradient of moist static energy within the bound-
ary layer that destabilizes the atmosphere and favors convec-
tion and precipitation (Schär et al., 1999).

Moreover, the decrease in temperature over North Africa
(via enhanced latent heat flux) can affect the meridional tem-
perature gradient over North Africa and induce a dynamic
land–atmosphere feedback as pointed out by Patricola and
Cook (2007) and Rachmayani et al. (2015). Therefore, a
weakened meridional temperature gradient slows down the
African easterly jet due to the thermal wind balance (Cook,
1999; Wu et al., 2009). This slowdown of the African easterly
jet includes two coupling mechanisms to convection and pre-
cipitation. Firstly, it decreases the mid-level moisture export
out of North Africa and increases the available moisture for

convection and precipitation (Cook, 1999). Secondly, with
the northward shift of the maximum temperature gradient,
the African easterly jet core also shifts northward. This in-
cludes a broadening of the region of deep ascending motion
between the African easterly jet and the tropical easterly jet,
supporting the broader occurrence of convection and precip-
itation (Xue and Shukla, 1993, 1996; Cook, 1999; Nicholson
and Grist, 2001; Grist and Nicholson, 2001).

However, in all paleoclimate studies, climate models still
struggle to reproduce the precipitation distribution (i.e., the
amplitude and/or the extension of the tropical rain belt) to
support the greening of the semi-arid and arid regions of the
North African continent (e.g., Joussaume et al., 1999; Bra-
connot et al., 2012; Harrison et al., 2015; Brierley et al.,
2020) compared to proxy data. A possible explanation for
diverging rainfall distributions could be the parameterization
of convective rainfall, which is used in coarse-resolution cli-
mate models (e.g., Yang and Slingo, 2001; Randall et al.,
2003; Stephens et al., 2010; Dirmeyer et al., 2012; Fiedler
et al., 2020; Jungandreas et al., 2021). The influence of
the representation of convection on the mid-Holocene West
African monsoon but with present-day land-surface cover
was investigated by Jungandreas et al. (2021). Although they
found no substantial effect on the meridional precipitation
distribution over mid-Holocene North Africa when compar-
ing storm-resolving with parameterized convection simula-
tions, they identified an important feedback between the land
surface and precipitation that depends on how convection
is represented in the model. Resolving convection explic-
itly leads to less frequent but more local and intense pre-
cipitation. In contrast, parameterizing convection causes less
intense but more frequent precipitation that steadily moist-
ens the soil by generating less runoff. As the soil is not
able to absorb the high amount of rainfall in storm-resolving
simulations, a large fraction is removed from the system as
runoff and thus causes a noticeably weaker refilling of the
soil moisture during the monsoon season compared to pa-
rameterized convection simulations. Consequently, in storm-
resolving simulations, the lower soil moisture yields a lower
latent heat flux and, consequently, extenuated convective ac-
tivity, while in parameterized convection simulations, the
higher latent heat flux further supports convection and main-
tains a strong positive precipitation feedback.

In their simulation, Jungandreas et al. (2021) have pre-
scribed present-day conditions for the vegetation cover, like
the simulation setup used in the Paleoclimate Modeling In-
tercomparison Project phase 1 (PMIP1). This is, in relation
to early and mid-Holocene conditions, an unrealistic specifi-
cation of land-surface conditions. In this study, we first ad-
dress the question of whether a more realistic land-surface
coverage, i.e., more widespread vegetation cover and, likely,
higher soil moisture, affects the hydrological conditions in
a way that monsoonal precipitation in storm-resolving sim-
ulations is increased and shifted further north compared
to present-day conditions. Second, we address how the re-
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sponse differs between simulations with storm-resolving and
parameterized convection simulations. Furthermore, moti-
vated by the results of Jungandreas et al. (2021), we also
aim to understand whether differences in runoff may explain
different sensitivity to land cover change between storm-
resolving and parameterized convection simulations.

Therefore, in the present study, we first examine the most
important land–atmosphere feedbacks in our storm-resolving
simulations that evolve due to a higher vegetation cover
(Sect. 3.1). To do so, we prescribe a larger, mid-Holocene-
like vegetation cover over North Africa based on the sim-
ulated total vegetation cover fraction of the transient mid-
Holocene simulations of the Max Planck Institute Earth Sys-
tem Model (MPI-ESM) (Dallmeyer et al., 2020). Subse-
quently, we compare the parameterized convection simula-
tions (Sect. 3.2). Finally, we repeat our simulations with
higher vegetation cover but additionally prescribe the same
constant soil moisture field in both the storm-resolving and
the parameterized convection simulations to assess the im-
portance of runoff in shaping the precipitation response to
land cover change. Based on these simulations, we investi-
gate the dependence of the hydrological cycle on the repre-
sentation of convection in our model (Sect. 3.3).

2 Methods

2.1 Model

The model and simulation setup used in this study is iden-
tical to the one used in Jungandreas et al. (2021). We use
the ICON (ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic) model framework
version 2.5.0 (Zängl et al., 2015) in its operational numeri-
cal weather prediction (NWP) mode. The ICON-NWP model
framework supports nested experiments. The nesting allows
us to run coarse-horizontal-resolution simulations with pa-
rameterized convection and high-resolution simulations us-
ing explicitly resolved convection simultaneously. We sim-
ulate using a one-way nesting strategy. The convective pa-
rameterization used in our simulations is based on the bulk
mass-flux approach introduced by Tiedtke (1989) with mod-
ifications by Bechtold et al. (2014). Zängl et al. (2015) list the
other physical parameterizations of the model framework.
All simulations are limited-area simulations. The domains
are outlined in Fig. 1, as is the main analysis domain we use
in our investigations.

2.2 Simulation setup

We perform a 30-year spin-up simulation that covers the pe-
riod from 7039 b2k (years before the year 2000) to 7010 b2k.
The spin-up simulation is conducted on a regional domain
with a 40 km horizontal grid spacing and 75 vertical levels
(blue domain outlined in Fig. 1) using parameterized con-
vection. The soil moisture reaches a stable state after around
15 years (of the 30-year spin-up period). We select 2 years

after this 15-year soil moisture spin-up phase consistent with
the procedure applied in Jungandreas et al. (2021). Based
on the 30-year monthly mean time series of the parameter-
ized convection simulation (40 km-P), JAS mean values, and
the latitudinal extent of monsoonal precipitation for every
year over the WA domain, we selected a relatively strong
and a relatively weak monsoon year (in terms of precipita-
tion amount and northward extent). We performed the nested
experiments for the boreal summer monsoon season for both
the weak and the strong monsoon year. In this paper, we only
present the analysis of the strong monsoon year. However,
the results are qualitatively the same in the weak monsoon
year.

The nesting experiments are initialized on 30 May and run
for 5 months (JJASO). The initial and boundary data orig-
inate from the transient, global Holocene simulation con-
ducted with the MPI Earth System Model (ESM). More de-
tails about the transient MPI-ESM Holocene simulation are
provided by Dallmeyer et al. (2020).

The parent domain of the nested simulation (blue outlined
domain in Fig. 1) is identical to the domain of the spin-up
simulation with the same horizontal and vertical resolution.
Inside the 40 km domain, further nested domains are embed-
ded with horizontal resolutions of 20, 10, and 5 km (Fig. 1).
While the simulations with 40, 20, and 10 km grid spacing
use parameterized convection, the 5 km domain uses explic-
itly resolved convection. In the following, we refer to the
simulations with 40 km horizontal grid spacing and param-
eterized convection as 40 km-P simulations. Similarly, the
5 km resolution simulation with explicitly resolved convec-
tion is labeled as 5 km-E. Due to computational restrictions,
we have to limit the downscaling simulations to maximum
5 km as the finest horizontal resolution. However, we do not
expect qualitatively different results if we use a finer spatial
resolution. First, our simulations at 10 km horizontal resolu-
tion yield qualitatively very similar results (see Appendix B),
indicating no strong dependence on the spatial resolution in
our study. Also, Hohenegger et al. (2020) analyzed conver-
gence properties across resolution between 2.5 and 80 km but
could not identify a significant sensitivity. Second, the large
mesoscale convective systems of the West African monsoon,
which are dominantly responsible for the precipitation over
North Africa (Vizy and Cook, 2018), can be appropriately re-
solved using models with 5 km horizontal resolution. This is
also why these types of simulations are commonly referred to
as storm-resolving, and we will use this term throughout the
text to refer to the kilometer-scale simulations with explicitly
resolved deep convection.

The nested simulations are initialized by their respective
parent domain 1 h after another. Lateral boundary conditions
for the nested simulations are also obtained from their par-
ent simulation and updated every 6 h. We further prescribe 6-
hourly sea surface temperature (SST) and sea ice (SIC) fields
from the transient MPI-ESM Holocene simulation, as well
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Figure 1. Solid colored domains outline the nesting domains of the simulations for the various grid spacings (as indicated). The dashed
black domain labeled “WA domain” (West Africa) displays the main analysis domain. The WA domain spans the area from 5–31◦ N and
from 18◦ E–15◦W. The three dotted black domains within the WA domain are used to distinguish the coastal African region (“coastal”), the
Sahel region (“Sahel”), and the Saharan region (“Sahara”) that are indicated in the longitudinal mean plots. The coastal region spans from
5–13◦ N and from 18◦ E–15◦W. The Sahel region spans from 13–22◦ N and from 18◦ E–15◦W and the Sahara region from 22–31◦ N and
from 18◦ E–15◦W.

as the same orbital parameters and tracer gases carbon diox-
ide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrogen oxide (N2O).

In our analysis (Sect. 3), we focus on the three strongest
monsoon months from July to September (JAS). Further, we
investigate both the 40 km parameterized convection (40 km-
P) and the 5 km storm-resolving simulations (5 km-E) to an-
alyze whether and how differently the atmosphere responds
to the underlying surface conditions in both representations
of convection.

2.2.1 The “Green Sahara” (GS) simulations

To investigate the influence of the land surface on the mon-
soonal rain belt in simulations with parameterized convec-
tion and in storm-resolving simulations, we compare simula-
tions with present-day vegetation cover (Jungandreas et al.,
2021, Fig. 2a and c) to simulations with a higher, more real-
istic mid-Holocene-like vegetation cover (Fig. 2b and d). Be-
cause the largest area of North Africa in the simulations with
present-day vegetation cover is bare soil (desert) or sparse
vegetation, we refer to these simulations in the following as
DS simulations (for Dry Sahara). The land-surface cover of
these simulations is generated by the German Weather Ser-
vice (DWD) by combining GLOBCOVER2009, Harmonized
World Soil Database (HWSD), and the GLOBE & Lake
Database. The simulations with a higher vegetation cover are
introduced below.

We prescribe an idealized, denser vegetation cover
over the whole 40 km simulation domain (spanning from
70.5◦W–99.5◦ E and from 59◦ N to 49◦ S) guided by the
MPI-ESM Holocene simulations (see Dallmeyer et al.,
2020). The MPI-ESM Holocene simulations, which cover
the last 8000 years, include a prediction of vegetation cover.
The desert fraction is computed as the fraction of a grid box
that is not covered by vegetation. We use this desert frac-
tion to know how far north vegetation reached and to de-
termine the main vegetation types for our GS simulations.
In our GS simulation, vegetation is specified consisting of
seven vegetation types: closed broadleaved evergreen forest
(dark green in Fig. 2), closed needle-leaved evergreen for-
est (light green), mixed broadleaved and needle-leaved for-
est (brownish), closed to open shrubland (yellow), closed
to open herbaceous vegetation (dark red), sparse vegetation
(lighter red), and bare area (desert, purple)(see Fig. 2b and d).
We prescribe one homogeneous vegetation type per grid cell.
Obviously, a specific present-day vegetation type cannot be
transformed into one specific mid-Holocene vegetation type
over the whole simulation domain. Therefore, depending on
the region, we apply different criteria to modify the vege-
tation cover, as described in Table A1 and summarized be-
low. For North Africa, our main region of interest, we extend
the present-day area of evergreen tropical rainforest (Fig. 2b,
dark green) to about 15◦ N. North of the rainforest, we then
prescribe a decreasing vegetation gradient from closed to
open shrubland (light yellow), to closed to open herbaceous
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Figure 2. Land-surface cover for the Dry Sahara (a, c) and Green Sahara (b, d) simulations for the 40 and 5 km simulations, respectively.

vegetation (dark red), to sparse vegetation (lighter red). Bare
soil (desert) prevails only over a small area of Egypt. In
the following, we label these vegetated Sahara simulations
with GS (for Green Sahara).

With the vegetation cover, we adjust all variables that de-
pend on the vegetation type, for example, the leaf area index,
surface albedo, root depth, minimal stomata resistance, and
several others (see Table A2), which are prescribed in the ex-
ternal parameters. The external parameters have to represent
the characteristics of the specific vegetation type in each grid
cell. However, present-day external parameters for ICON-
NWP, which we use to calculate the external parameters for
our GS simulation, represent a mixture of different vegeta-
tion types per grid cell. We calculate the spatially constant
values for our GS simulations as follows.

1. We calculate the dominant land cover type (i.e., vege-
tation type) for each grid cell of the present-day land
cover distribution of the 40 km domain (see Fig. 2a).

2. All grid cells of this simulation with the same dominant
vegetation type are used to calculate the domain mean
or either the 75th or the 85th percentile value for each
variable.

3. We prescribe either the mean or the percentile values for
each parameter to the idealized mid-Holocene vegeta-
tion types, respectively. The percentile values are used
if the mean value underestimates the parameter value.
This can happen because the parameter value of the
present-day external parameters does not represent the
dominant vegetation type but a mixture of different veg-
etation types.

Table A2 in summarizes all modified variables and indi-
cates if we use mean or percentile values.

2.2.2 Green Sahara simulations with constant soil
moisture, GS-cSM

In addition to the GS simulations, we perform a second set of
GS simulations, but with a prescribed soil moisture field that
we keep constant for the whole simulation period (Fig. 3).
We label these simulations with GS-cSM (for “Green Sahara
with constant soil moisture”). We prescribe the soil moisture
field of 1 September at 00:00 UTC of the 40 km-P GS sim-
ulation to all four domains at all times. The soil moisture
field from 1 September displays relatively high soil moisture
levels, compared to the soil moisture levels at the beginning
of the GS simulations, to provide enough soil moisture for
evapotranspiration. Small variations between the 5 km-E and
40 km-P soil moisture field are possible due to interpolation.
Apart from keeping the soil moisture constant, the simulation
setup in the GS-cSM simulations is identical to the GS sim-
ulation setup.

3 Results and discussion

In the following section (Sect. 3.1), we compare the
storm-resolving simulations with present-day land-surface
cover (DS) introduced by Jungandreas et al. (2021) with the
simulations with higher vegetation cover (GS, Sect. 2.2.1)
to describe the evolving land–atmosphere feedbacks. Subse-
quently, in Sect. 3.2 we briefly highlight the differences be-
tween parameterized (40 km-P) and storm-resolving (5 km-
E) simulations. In Sect. 3.3 we present the results of our sen-
sitivity experiment in which we prescribe the same constant
soil moisture field in the 5 km-E and the 40 km-P simulations.

All analyses are done for the months of July to September
over the WA domain and, if not further specified, for the sub-
regions “coastal”, “Sahel”, or “Sahara” as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 3. The prescribed constant soil moisture field as a sum over the uppermost six soil layers (up to a depth of 3.42 m) in the 5 km-E (a)
and the 40 km-P (b) simulation. The vertical black dashed lines indicate the borders of the coastal, the Sahel, and the Sahara region outlined
in Fig. 1.

Figure 4. JAS mean meridional distribution of the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI; a), the latent heat flux (b), the sensible heat
flux (c), and the 850 hPa temperature (d) for the 5 km-E storm-resolving simulations. Note the second y axis in panel (d) for the difference
temperature (solid line). The longitudinal mean is taken over the WA domain for the 5 km-E simulations. The lines indicate the distribution
for the Dry Sahara simulation (DS, blue dotted line), for the Green Sahara simulation (GS, blue dashed line), and the difference between
the GS and the DS simulation (blue solid line). The vertical black dashed lines indicate the borders of the coastal, the Sahel, and the Sahara
region outlined in Fig. 1.

3.1 Land–atmosphere coupling – how the land
influences the large-scale monsoon circulation

3.1.1 Changes in vegetation and the surface energy
budget

In our simulations, the main influence of the prescribed
change in vegetation cover is, on the one hand, on the en-
ergy partitioning into latent and sensible heat flux and, on
the other hand, on the temperature gradient over the North
African continent between the drier, warmer region of the
Sahara and the cooler, moister regions near the coast.

In the GS simulation, we prescribe a higher vegetation
cover (indicated by the normalized difference vegetation in-
dex – NDVI; Fig. 4a) over the whole WA domain, with

the strongest increase over the Sahel region compared to
the DS simulation. Prescribing a higher vegetation cover
strongly decreases the surface albedo by about 54 % (com-
pare energy fluxes in Table 1). The decrease in albedo implies
about 50 % less reflection of solar incoming radiation at the
surface and thus higher absorption of solar radiation. This
remains true despite the decrease in incoming solar radiation
due to higher cloud cover (Fig. A2). The thermal outgoing ra-
diation at the surface slightly decreases due to mostly colder
temperature and the longwave, downward radiation increases
due to higher cloud cover. Taking these two effects together,
the surface gains more thermal energy. All in all, net radia-
tion increases and the total heat flux (sensible+ latent heat
flux) from the surface into the atmosphere increases. How
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Table 1. JAS mean values of radiation components at the surface
averaged over the WA domain (Fig. 1) for the 5 km-E DS and
GS simulations. The abbreviations used are as follows: SW↓ –
downward, shortwave radiation, SW↑ – upward, shortwave radia-
tion, SWnet – net shortwave radiation, LW↓ – downward, longwave
radiation, LW↑ – upward, longwave radiation, LWnet – net long-
wave radiation, Rnet – net radiation, LH – latent heat flux, SH –
sensible heat flux, Res – residuum term.

5 km-E DS 5 km-E GS 5 km-E GS–DS

SW↓ (W m−2) 280.5 253.6 −26.9
SW↑ (W m−2) 67.9 34.2 −33.7
SWnet (W m−2) 212.7 219.4 6.7

LW↓ (W m−2) 393.1 402.8 9.7
LW↑ (W m−2) 476.3 470.8 −5.5
LWnet (W m−2) −83.2 −68.0 15.2

Rnet (W m−2) 129.4 151.4 22.0

LH (W m−2) 41.0 48.6 7.6
SH (W m−2) 72.8 87.9 15.1
Res (W m−2) 15.6 15.6 < 0.1

much of the total energy is transformed into latent and sen-
sible heat strongly depends on the water availability at the
surface.

Over the coastal region, moisture is generally abundant
(regardless of the prevailing vegetation type, i.e., dense
shrubland or forest). Hence, latent heat flux is high and
sensible heat flux small in both the GS and DS simulation
(Fig. 4b and c). Therefore, variations between the GS and
the DS simulations are small. In contrast, over the Sahel (a
region strongly controlled by water availability) the higher
vegetation cover increases the interception storage of water
and makes deeper soil water available for evapotranspiration.
Therefore, the total increase in the surface heat fluxes (com-
pare Fig. 4b and c) over the Sahel is dominated by the in-
crease in latent heat flux. Over the Sahara, water remains too
limited and the increase in sensible heat flux dominates the
total increase in the surface heat fluxes in the GS compared
to the DS simulation.

Differences in the temperature field are dominantly de-
termined by differences in the latent heat flux. Latent heat
flux is more effective in transporting energy from the sur-
face into the atmosphere and can cool the surface. As shown
in Fig. 4 d, lower-tropospheric temperature (here shown for
850 hPa) decreases in the GS compared to the DS simula-
tion. The strongest decrease in temperature of about 1.5 ◦C is
located over the Sahel region and coincides with the region
of the strongest increase in latent heat flux. The maximum
temperature over the Sahara shifts northward where vegeta-
tion cover is less dense and thus latent heat flux is smaller.
Simultaneously, the temperature over the coastal region does
not change substantially, consistent with the small variations

in latent heat flux. Consequently and as indicated by the dif-
ference in temperature (solid line, note the second y axis),
the temperature gradient south of about 18◦ N (location of
the maximum decrease) weakens, while it strengthens north
of 18◦ N. The maximum temperature gradient shifts north by
about 2–3◦ in the GS compared to the DS simulation (not
shown). This temperature coupling is especially important
for the formation and the location of the African easterly jet
over North Africa and thus influences the dynamics of the
atmosphere and will be further discussed in Sect. 3.1.2.

3.1.2 Changes in atmospheric dynamics

Despite the decrease in temperature (Fig. 4d), the low-
pressure system (not shown) over the Sahara deepens. This
strengthening of the low-pressure system is caused by a
stronger thermal uplift at the surface, which in turn is caused
by the increase in net radiation (SW+LW; see Table 1) at the
surface over the northern Sahel and Sahara region. Therefore,
the surface pressure gradient between the Sahara and the
tropical Atlantic Ocean increases and drives a stronger low-
level, southwesterly monsoon flow (Fig. 5). The strengthened
southwesterly winds transport cool and moist air from the
Gulf of Guinea and the coastal region (consistent with the
drying of the coastal region, Fig. 7) deep into the African
continent and provide additional moisture for convection and
precipitation. Moreover, in response to the strengthened low-
level, southwesterly winds, the location of the Intertropi-
cal Front (ITF, the location where the southwesterly mon-
soon flow converges with the northeasterly Harmattan winds)
shifts about 2◦ further north (from about 20 to 22◦ N; Fig. 5).
The low- and mid-level lifting over the northern Sahel and
southern Sahara region that is associated with the lifting of
air at the ITF (between 20–23◦ N) (Nicholson, 2009; Thorn-
croft et al., 2011) slightly strengthens and reaches higher al-
titudes in the GS simulation (Fig. 6c).

The decrease in the temperature gradient south of about
18◦ N (Fig. 4d) and the northward shift of the maximum
temperature gradient imply a weakening of the meridional
gradient in geopotential. The weakening of the geopotential
gradient weakens the African easterly jet (AEJ; indicated by
the local maximum of easterly wind speed – blueish color
– at about 600 hPa) and shifts its core about 3◦ N in the
GS compared to the DS simulation (Fig. 5; Cook, 1999; Wu
et al., 2009). Several studies (e.g., Cook, 1999; Nicholson
and Grist, 2001; Grist and Nicholson, 2001) confirm that the
northward displacement and a weakening of the AEJ are as-
sociated with more humid conditions over the Sahel. Hence,
more moisture remains over North Africa as a source for
clouds and precipitation in the GS simulations (compare to
Fig. A3).

Moreover, with the northward shift of the AEJ, the region
of strong ascent between the tropical easterly jet (TEJ; max-
imum easterly winds at about 200 hPa) and the AEJ axes
(e.g., Grist and Nicholson, 2001; Nicholson and Grist, 2001)
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Figure 5. Vertical cross section of the wind field over the WA domain (Fig. 1). The shading displays the mean zonal wind and the arrows
the mean meridional and vertical wind for the 5 km-E and the DS (a) and the GS (b) simulation, respectively. Note that the vertical wind
speed is multiplied by 100 to make arrows more visible. The locations of the African easterly jet (AEJ) and the tropical easterly jet (TEJ) are
indicated by the labels. The dashed vertical lines indicate the borders of the coastal, Sahel, and Sahara domain also displayed in Fig. 1.

Figure 6. Vertical cross section of the vertical wind component for the 5 km-E DS (a) and GS (b), as well as for the difference between the
GS and DS (c simulation, respectively, averaged over the WA domain outlined in Fig. 1. Again, the locations of the African easterly jet (AEJ)
and the tropical easterly jet (TEJ) are indicated by the labels. The dashed vertical lines again indicate the latitudes of the coastal, Sahel, and
Sahara domain also displayed in Fig. 1.

broadens and reaches further north. Fig. 6c displays a de-
crease in vertical upward motion at middle and high lev-
els over the coastal region and an increase over the Sahel–
Sahara region up to about 25◦ N in the GS compared to the
DS simulation. The ascending motion between the jet axes is
part of a deep meridional overturning circulation (Thorncroft
et al., 2011). It not only distributes moisture within the whole
troposphere (Fig. 7), but it also forces the low-level inflow
of fresh, moist monsoonal air from the south and southwest
(also compare to Fig. A3). Hence, it potentially contributes
to the strengthening of the low-level, southwesterly monsoon
winds in the GS simulations. Moreover, stronger convection
in turn yields higher latent heat release, enhances the tem-
perature gradient, and reinforces the monsoon circulation.
Stronger upward motion and higher atmospheric humidity
lead to more supportive conditions for convection and there-
fore support higher precipitation rates over the Sahel and Sa-
hara.

3.1.3 Changes in atmospheric thermodynamics

The change in surface latent heat flux together with the
strengthened monsoon circulation influences the moisture in
the lower troposphere as shown in Fig. 7. Over the coastal re-
gion relative humidity decreases slightly in the GS compared
to the DS simulation. The decrease in latent heat flux and
the intensified southwesterly monsoon winds yield a higher
moisture divergence over the coastal region. In contrast, the
increase in relative humidity in the lowest atmosphere layers
over the Sahel and Sahara region can be linked to the in-
crease in latent heat flux (Fig. 4b), the decrease in tempera-
ture (Fig. 4d), and the convergence of moisture (not shown).
This increase in boundary layer relative humidity supports
the triggering of convection over these regions. In turn, the
increase in convective activity likely contributes to the in-
crease in the upper-tropospheric humidity as it distributes
boundary layer moisture upwards.
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Figure 7. Vertical cross section of the difference in relative humid-
ity between the GS and the DS simulation for the 5 km-E simula-
tions. The field is averaged over the WA domain outlined in Fig. 1.
The vertical dashed lines delineate the latitudes of the coastal, the
Sahel, and the Sahara domain (see Fig. 1).

Changes in the stability parameters, such as CAPE (con-
vective available potential energy1) and CIN (convective in-
hibition2) listed in Table 2, are consistent with the less sup-
portive conditions for the triggering of convection in the
GS simulation over the coastal region and the more support-
ive conditions over the Sahel and Sahara region. Over the
coastal region, CAPE slightly decreases and, despite the CIN
becoming slightly less negative, the level of free convection
(LFC3) is higher. Over the Sahel region, CAPE increases,
CIN becomes less negative, and the LFC is lowered. Changes
over the Sahara are very weak and indicate generally poor
conditions for convection and precipitation to occur.

3.1.4 Resulting changes in precipitation

The land–atmosphere coupling described above induces a
positive land–atmosphere feedback over the Sahel–Sahara
region, where the mean precipitation increases in response to
increased vegetation cover, and a negative feedback over the
coastal region (Fig. 8; increased vegetation cover that leads
to a decrease in precipitation which counteracts the growing
of plants). Over the coastal region, the increase in vegeta-
tion cover leads to a decrease in latent heat flux (Sect. 3.1.1)
and humidity, which are less favorable thermodynamic con-
ditions (Sec. 3.1.3), and weakened vertical upward motion
(Fig. 6). The trend is the opposite over the Sahel region (and
to a lesser extent over the Sahara region): latent heat flux

1CAPE is defined as the energy available to feed atmospheric
convection.

2CIN is the energy required to lift an air parcel up to the level of
free convection (LFC).

3At the altitude of the LFC, an air parcel becomes warmer than
the environment, therefore resulting in positive buoyancy.

Table 2. JAS mean values of 12:00 UTC CAPE, CIN and JAS mean
level of free convection (LFC), and total cloud cover for the coastal,
Sahel, and Sahara region (Fig. 1) for the 5 km-E DS and GS simu-
lation.

5 km-E DS 5 km-E GS

C
oa

st
al

CAPE (J kg−1) 706.7 505.6
CIN (J kg−1) −37.5 −34.1
LFC (m) 1131 1236
cloud cover (%) 77 79

Sa
he

l CAPE (J kg−1) 159.8 220.6
CIN (J kg−1) −262.0 −211.5
LFC (m) 2617 1940
cloud cover (%) 36 58

Sa
ha

ra

CAPE (J kg−1) 0.0 2.1
CIN (J kg−1) 0.0 −102.9
LFC (m) 3321 2974
cloud cover (%) 20 36

and lower-tropospheric humidity strongly increase and yield
more supportive thermodynamic conditions. The modified
thermodynamic gradient between the coastal and the Sahel–
Sahara region shifts the AEJ northward (Sect. 3.1.2), en-
hances the monsoon circulation, and increases atmospheric
humidity. As a result, precipitation shifts from the coastal to-
wards the Sahel–Sahara region by about 4–5◦. Therefore, we
suggest that the main cause for the further northward prop-
agation of monsoonal precipitation in the GS simulation is
of a dynamical nature. However, to quantify which feed-
back dominates the precipitation response, further analyses
are needed and are beyond the scope of this paper.

3.2 Positive land–atmosphere feedbacks but with
different strength – differences between 40 km-P
and 5 km-E simulations

In the previous section, we analyzed the differences between
the 5 km-E GS and DS simulation to identify the operating
land–atmosphere feedbacks in our storm-resolving simula-
tions. All feedback mechanisms explained in Sect. 3.1 also
qualitatively hold for simulations with parameterized con-
vection and for all horizontal resolutions. Both representa-
tions of convection show a positive precipitation coupling
over the Sahel–Sahara region and a negative coupling over
the coastal region in response to an increased vegetation
cover. Beside these similarities in the general feedback sign,
there are pronounced differences in the magnitude of the
changes between storm-resolving and parameterized convec-
tion simulations.

Figure 9a displays strong differences in the precipitation
response to changes in the land-surface cover between the
two representations of convection. The decrease in precipita-
tion in the 5 km-E GS compared to the DS simulation over
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Figure 8. JAS mean difference in precipitation rate between the 5 km-E GS and DS simulation. The dashed box indicates the WA analysis
domain.

Figure 9. (a) Difference of the JAS mean meridional precipitation distribution between the GS and DS simulation for the 5 km-E simulations
(blue line) and the 40 km-P simulation (orange line), respectively. The vertical black dashed lines indicate the borders of the coastal, the Sahel,
and the Sahara region outlined in Fig. 1. Panel (b) shows the probability density function of rain rate calculated over all land points of the
WA domain. Blue lines indicate the 5 km-E DS (dashed) and GS (solid) simulations. Orange lines display the 40 km-P DS (dashed) and
GS (solid) simulations.

the coastal region is stronger, while the increase over the Sa-
hel and Sahara region is noticeably weaker than in the 40 km-
P simulations. Over the Sahara, the precipitation increase in
the 40 km-P simulations remains higher but differences to the
5 km-E simulations become smaller. We find that precipi-
tation in the 40 km-P simulations is generally much higher
throughout the WA domain and extends farther north (by
about 2◦ taking 2 mm d−1 as a threshold) compared to the
5 km-E simulations (not shown; refer to Jungandreas et al.,
2021, for the DS simulations).

We attribute the different precipitation signal to the
precipitation–runoff–soil moisture mechanism described for
the DS simulations in Jungandreas et al. (2021). Precipi-
tation in the 5 km-E simulations is more often more local

and intense, as indicated by the probability density func-
tion of the precipitation rate (Fig. 9b). Kendon et al. (2021)
found that strong precipitation events tend to be too in-
tense in some convection-permitting models. For the ICON-
model, however, Stevens et al. (2020) showed the proba-
bility density function of precipitation intensity for simula-
tions conducted with a grid spacing of 312 m, 625 m, and
2.5 km over the tropical Atlantic and for simulations con-
ducted with a grid spacing of 625 m and 2.8 km over a land
area of Germany for present-day conditions. Over the tropi-
cal Atlantic, there is a clear dependency with resolution with
much more frequent downpours at coarse resolution, whereas
this effect is not present over the land area. Using the same
model version, Paccini (2021, https://pure.mpg.de/rest/items/
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Figure 10. Relationship between different variables in the GS simulation (a, b) and the difference between the GS and the DS simulation (c,
d) for the 5 km-E simulations (blue circles) and the 40 km-P simulations (orange circles). Each circle indicates 1 d of the JAS season averaged
over the WA domain outlined in Fig. 1. The panels show the following relationships: (a) the ratio between runoff and precipitation rate as a
function of precipitation rate, (b) the daily change in soil moisture (within the six uppermost soil layers reaching up to a depth of 3.42 m) as
a function of the runoff–precipitation ratio, (c) the difference in latent heat flux as a function of the difference in total soil moisture content
(again within the six uppermost soil layers reaching up to a depth of 3.42 m), and (d) the difference in the precipitation rate as a function of
the difference of latent heat flux.

item_3367420_4/component/file_3367464/content, last ac-
cess: 20 March 2023) investigated the representation of
the probability density function of rainfall intensity over
the Amazon and show that ICON with 5 km grid spacing
matches observations very well. Therefore, we believe that
the probability density function of precipitation intensity is
more realistic in 5 km-E than in the 40 km-P simulations and
that the former does not significantly overestimate the occur-
rence of downpours.

More frequent downpours lead to larger amounts of runoff
relative to the precipitation amount (Fig. 10a) in the 5 km-E
compared to the 40 km-E simulations. In the mean over the
WA domain, about 37 % and 35 % of precipitation become
runoff in the 5 km-E GS and the DS simulation, respectively,
while in the 40 km-P GS and DS simulations only about 21 %
and 20 % of the precipitation leave the system as runoff, re-
spectively. As a result of the higher runoff–precipitation ra-
tio, the daily change in soil moisture is much smaller in the
5 km-E compared to the 40 km-P GS simulation (Fig. 10b)
(this is also true for the DS simulations). This implies that
much less of the surplus of precipitation in the 5 km-E GS
simulation (compared to the DS simulation) is stored in the
soil (especially over the Sahel and Sahara region) compared
to the 40 km-P simulations, resulting in generally lower to-
tal soil moisture content in 5 km-E simulations (not shown).
Note that the 40 km-P data points at a runoff–precipitation
ratio of about 0.1 (Fig. 10a and b) seem to be separated from
the other data points. These data points correspond to the

first 20 d of the analyzed monsoon season. During this pe-
riod, soil moisture is still low compared to the period later
in the monsoon season. Therefore, soil moisture storage is
not filled. Later in the season when soil moisture is higher,
the runoff–precipitation ratio increases as a larger fraction of
precipitation has to be turned into runoff. We cannot identify
coherent larger regions that these points correspond to.

We argue that the precipitation–runoff–soil moisture
mechanism dampens the potential precipitation response to
a vegetated Sahel–Sahara region in the 5 km-E compared to
the 40 km-P simulations. A weaker precipitation response in
the 5 km-E simulation could result from either a weaker re-
sponse of precipitation to a given change in latent heat flux,
as, for instance, argued in past studies (Schär et al., 1999;
Hohenegger et al., 2009), or from a weaker change in latent
heat flux due to a missing refilling of the soil moisture by
precipitation. Figure 10c and d emphasize that the latter ef-
fect (weaker change in latent heat flux due to smaller changes
in soil moisture) dominates the weaker response of precipi-
tation to an increase in vegetation cover in the 5 km-E sim-
ulations. While the response of precipitation to the change
in latent heat flux is not substantially different in the 5 km-
E compared to the 40 km-P simulations (Fig. 10d), Fig. 10c
indicates that much smaller changes in soil moisture yield
smaller changes in latent heat flux. We hypothesize that the
higher soil moisture values in the storm-resolving simula-
tions, comparable to the ones in the parameterized convec-
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Figure 11. Difference of the JAS mean soil moisture content in the six uppermost soil layers between the GS-cSM and the GS simulation
for the 5 km-E (a) and the 40 km-P (b) simulations. The dashed black box indicates the WA analysis domain.

Figure 12. Difference of the JAS mean meridional distributions of latent heat flux (a), 850 hPa temperature (b), and precipitation (c) between
the GS-cSM and the GS simulations (solid lines) as well as for the GS-cSM simulation (dashed lines in panel c) for the 5 km-E (blue lines)
and the 40 km-P (orange lines), respectively. The vertical black dashed lines indicate the boarders of the coastal, the Sahel, and the Sahara
region outlined in Fig. 1.

tion simulations, would enhance the land–atmosphere cou-
pling and shift monsoonal precipitation further north.

3.3 The influence of runoff-controlled soil moisture

In the following, we test our hypothesis that the high amounts
of runoff influence the precipitation response in the 5 km-
E GS simulation via the control of soil moisture. We elimi-
nate the limiting influence of the runoff on soil moisture in
both representations of convection. For this purpose, we per-
form a set of simulations in which we prescribe the same soil
moisture fields in the 40 km-P and the 5 km-E GS simula-
tions and keep this soil moisture field constant for the whole
simulation period (Sect. 2.2.2). We refer to these simulations
as GS-cSM (“Green Sahara with constant soil moisture”).

Figure 11a shows that soil moisture noticeably increases
in the 5 km-E GS-cSM simulation, while the difference be-
tween the GS-cSM and the GS simulation in the 40 km-P run
is much smaller (Fig. 11b). As a result, the latent heat flux
(Fig. 12a) strongly increases in the 5 km-E GS-cSM simu-
lation, especially over the Sahel region. In response to the
strong increase in soil moisture and latent heat flux, espe-
cially over the Sahel and Sahara region, we find that the

lower-tropospheric humidity increases more strongly in the
5 km-E GS-cSM simulations (not shown), supporting the
triggering of convection. Further, the stability of the atmo-
sphere, especially over the Sahel, decreases and conditions
become more supportive in the 5 km-E GS-cSM compared
to the GS simulation (see Table A3).

The increase in soil moisture and latent heat flux further
reduces the lower-tropospheric temperature (Fig. 12b) over
the Sahel in the 5 km-E GS-cSM simulation and thereby fur-
ther reduces the temperature gradient over the continent. As
explained in Sect. 3.1.2, the temperature gradient strongly in-
fluences the AEJ strength and its location. The temperature
reduction between the 5 km-E GS-cSM and GS simulation
is stronger than in the 40 km-P simulations. As a result, the
mean winds of the AEJ weaken by 2 m s−1 in the 5 km-E
GS-cSM simulation (compared to the GS simulation) and by
0.5 m s−1 in the 40 km-P GS-cSM simulations. In the end,
the AEJ becomes weaker in the 5 km-E GS-cSM (6.6 m s−1)
than in the 40 km-P GS-cSM simulation (7.9 m s−1). More-
over, the AEJ core shifts further north to 20.8◦ N in the 5 km-
E GS-cSM simulation and to 20.4◦ N in the 40 km-P GS-cSM
simulation. Hence, the AEJ is located at about the same lo-
cation in both the 5 km-E and 40 km-P GS-cSM simulations.
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Figure 13. JAS mean meridional cross section of vertical wind speed for the 5 km-E GS-cSM (a) and the 40 km-P GS-cSM (b) simulation.
The vertical dashed lines indicate the boarders of the coastal, Sahel, and Sahara region outlined in Fig. 1.

We argue that the location and strength of the AEJ are es-
sential for the northward extent of monsoonal precipitation
in our simulations, consistent with the findings of Nichol-
son and Grist (2001), Grist and Nicholson (2001), and Cook
(1999).

Consequently, over the northern Sahel, precipitation
(Fig. 12c) shows a strong increase of up to about 1.7 mm d−1

in the 5 km-E GS-cSM simulations, while the increase in
the 40 km-P GS-cSM simulation is noticeably smaller with
about 0.8 mm d−1. As a result, monsoonal precipitation ex-
tends equally far north in the 5 km-E GS-cSM and the 40 km-
P GS-cSM simulation (Fig. 12c, dashed lines). According to
Joussaume et al. (1999), vegetation needs about 200 mm yr−1

of precipitation to trigger the transition from desert-like veg-
etation to steppe. Assuming that most monsoon precipitation
falls during the months from June to September, a value of
200 mm yr−1 corresponds to about 1.7 mm d−1 in our sim-
ulations. Figure 12c shows that the value of 1.7 mm d−1

is crossed at around 24◦ N in the GS-cSM simulation and
slightly further south in the GS simulation. This is consistent
with the prescribed vegetation cover, keeping in mind that
north of 24◦ N, the Libyan Sand Sea exists in the eastern Sa-
hara, prescribed as bare area in the model (Fig. 2). Hence,
in principle, the precipitation would be sufficient to main-
tain the vegetation cover in the model. However, for a more
precise, model-consistent analysis, we would need to imple-
ment a dynamic vegetation model into the regional climate
model, which is beyond the scope of this study. We argue
that the soil moisture north of about 17◦ N becomes an im-
portant factor for the northward propagation of monsoonal
precipitation. This confirms our hypothesis that, in the 5 km-
E DS and GS simulations, the limited soil moisture hampers
the northward extent of monsoonal precipitation in response
to a change in vegetation cover.

However, south of about 17◦ N precipitation remains much
lower in the 5 km-E simulations than in the 40 km-P simu-
lations. This is likely because precipitation in this region is

not moisture-controlled. Whether convection and precipita-
tion can develop is determined by other processes, such as the
presence of vertical lifting that is strong enough. Figure 13
displays a much stronger vertical velocity in the 40 km-P GS-
cSM than in the 5 km-E GS-cSM simulations. This is also
true for the DS and the GS simulations, as well as for all hor-
izontal resolutions. Therefore, we argue that the generally
higher mean precipitation rates in the 40 km-P simulations
result from the convective parameterization scheme used in
the ICON-NWP model framework.

The precipitation increase due to the modified thermody-
namic and dynamic atmospheric conditions in the 5 km-E
GS-cSM compared to the GS simulation shows the strong
indirect effect of increased soil moisture on the atmospheric
state. To quantify the contributions of the thermodynamic
and the dynamic feedback, more simulations are necessary
and are beyond the scope of this paper.

4 Summary and conclusion

In this study, we have performed the first storm-resolving
simulations (5 km-E) of mid-Holocene North Africa with
an idealized but reasonably increased vegetation cover. To
investigate the land–atmosphere feedbacks we have com-
pared these vegetated Sahara simulations (GS) with simu-
lations with mid-Holocene atmospheric conditions but with
present-day vegetation cover (DS; see Jungandreas et al.,
2021, for more details). In response to the higher vegeta-
tion cover, precipitation shifts from the coastal towards the
Sahel and Sahara region in the GS simulation and leads
to a stronger northward extent of monsoonal precipitation
of about 4–5◦ (regardless of the representations of convec-
tion). Our modeling results suggest that both thermodynamic
and dynamic feedbacks modulate precipitation over (mid-
Holocene) North Africa. Which one dominates under which
conditions needs to be further investigated.
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We have identified the following feedback mechanisms.

1. As a result of the increased vegetation cover, soil mois-
ture and interception water increases (also because pre-
cipitation increases); this yields higher latent heat fluxes
over the Sahel and Sahara region. A higher latent heat
flux increases the boundary layer atmospheric moisture
and generates more supportive thermodynamic condi-
tions favorable for convection to develop.

2. The change in vegetation cover alters the dynamics
of the monsoon circulation by affecting the tempera-
ture and moisture gradient over North Africa. The de-
crease in the temperature and moisture gradient results
in a weakening and northward shift of the AEJ. These
changes in the AEJ lead to moister conditions over
the Sahel in the whole troposphere by both enhanced
upward transport (together with the TEJ) of boundary
layer moisture and decreased mid-level export of mois-
ture from the African continent. These findings are con-
sistent with previous results of Cook (1999), Grist and
Nicholson (2001), and Nicholson and Grist (2001), who
have associated a weaker and further northward AEJ
with more humid conditions over the Sahel.

When compared to simulations that use parameterized
convection (40 km-P) (as all global climate models, such as
the ones used in the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercompari-
son Project – PMIP, have done up to now), we find important
differences between the 40 km-P and the 5 km-E simulations.
As shown in Jungandreas et al. (2021), the representation of
convection strongly influences the hydrological cycle in our
simulations. As a result of different precipitation character-
istics (e.g., intensity and spatial distribution), the represen-
tation of convection influences the response of soil moisture
to precipitation via the modulation of runoff. We again em-
phasize that the land–atmosphere feedback is not only a re-
sult of how strongly precipitation changes due to a certain
change in latent heat flux or soil moisture. How the land sur-
face (soil moisture and runoff) reacts to specific precipitation
characteristics (drizzle or shower) also needs to be taken into
account in the feedback loop.

The consequently lower soil moisture values in the 5 km-
E simulation induce a weaker response of precipitation to a
change in vegetation cover. To have a closer look at this dif-
ference in the response, we conducted simulations with the
same constant soil moisture field in both the 5 km-E and the
40 km-P simulation. The elimination of the impact of runoff
on soil moisture induces stronger changes in the 5 km-E than
in the 40 km-P simulations, especially over the northern Sa-
hel and Sahara region. This result confirms the impact of the
land surface on precipitation over the Sahel and Sahara in our
simulations. In storm-resolving simulations, rainfall over the
Sahel and Sahara tends to increase, while in parameterized
convection simulations rainfall becomes smaller over the Sa-
hel region and larger over the northern Sahel and the Sa-

hara. Specifically, the meridional difference between rainfall
over the coastal region and the Sahara is smaller in storm-
resolving simulations.

This study highlights the importance of considering both
pathways of the soil moisture–precipitation feedback: not
only the precipitation response to changes in soil moisture
conditions is important, but also the soil moisture response
to specific precipitation characteristics plays a crucial role
to maintain a strong positive feedback loop. The latter sug-
gests that the representation of the land surface in modeling
studies, especially the soil hydrology (including runoff), is
of major importance for an adequate representation of land–
atmosphere interactions and other atmospheric processes.
Describing realistic precipitation characteristics by simulat-
ing on storm-resolving scales can have far-reaching conse-
quences for simulating land surface–atmosphere interaction
and should be considered in future studies.

Appendix A: Additional figures and tables

Figure A1. MPI-ESM desert fraction from the transient Holocene
simulations. 0: no desert area within a grid box, 1: the whole grid
box is desert.
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Figure A2. JAS mean cloud cover over the WA domain for the 5 km-E DS simulation (a), the GS simulation (b), and the difference
between GS and DS (c). The vertical black dashed lines indicate the borders of the coastal, the Sahel, and the Sahara region outlined in
Fig. 2.

Figure A3. JAS mean 1000 to 200 hPa vertically integrated moisture flux magnitude (shading) and vertically integrated moisture flux
vectors (kg m−1 s−1) for the 5 km-E DS (a) and GS (b), as well as for the 40 km-P DS (c) and GS (d) simulation.
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Table A1. Conditions for the prescription of the new vegetation types for the Green Sahara simulations. We prescribe a new, idealized
vegetation cover that reflects mid-Holocene conditions depending on (1) the region, (2) the value range of the simulated desert fraction from
the MPI-ESM Holocene simulations (Dallmeyer et al., 2020), and (3) the present-day vegetation type set as a default value in the forecast
model of the Deutsche Wetterdienst (German Meteorological Service). Which numbers correspond to which vegetation type can be obtained
from the legend of Fig. 2.

Region Value (range) Present-day New vegetation type
of desert vegetation type
fraction

(MPI-ESM
simulations)

North Africa < 0.2 0, 13, 14, 19 12 (closed to open shrublands)
0–37◦ N, 0.2–0.6 19 13 (closed to open herbaceous vegetation)
20◦ E–50◦W 0.6–0.9 19 14 (sparse vegetation)

> 0.9 0, 19 19 (bare areas)
– 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 15, 17 4 (closed broadleaved evergreen forest)
– 8, 10 12 (closed to open shrublands)

Europe and Eurasia < 0.1 1, 2, 3 9 (broadleaved and needle-leaved forest)
north of 37◦ N 0.1–0.4 1, 2, 3 12 (closed to open shrublands)

0.4–0.9 1, 2, 3 14 (sparse vegetation)
> 0.9 all 19 (bare areas)

South America < 0.1 all 4 (closed broadleaved evergreen forest)
west of 20◦W, south of 20◦ N 0.1–0.4 all 12 (closed to open shrublands)

0.4–0.9 all 14 (sparse vegetation)
> 0.9 all 19 (bare areas)

Southern Africa – 3, 10, 12, 13, 15 4 (closed broadleaved evergreen forest)
east of 20◦W, south of 10◦ S

Southern Africa – 0, 1, 2, 3 5 (closed broadleaved deciduous forest)
east of 20◦W, south of 20◦ N – 13, 14, 17, 19 12 (closed to open shrublands)

India and Asia < 0.1 all 4 (closed broadleaved evergreen forest)
east of 60◦ E, south of 40◦ N 0.1–0.4 all 12 (closed to open shrublands)

0.4–0.9 all 14 (sparse vegetation)
> 0.9 all 19 (bare areas)

Morocco – 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 14 9 (mixed broadleaved and needle-leaved forest)
from 10◦W to 10◦ E,
from 27 to 37◦ N

Northern Arabia – 0, 1, 2, 3 9 (mixed broadleaved and needle-leaved forest)
from 20 to 60◦ E,
from 20 to 40◦ N
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Table A2. Values prescribed for each variable and each vegetation type in the GS simulations. The values were calculated based on all grid
points where a vegetation type is dominant. Variable names in brackets refer to the variable names in the external parameter file used in the
simulations.

Modified variables Set to constant value

Plant cover maximum (PLCOV_MX) mean

Leaf area index maximum (LAI_MX) 85th percentile for vegetation type 4 (closed broadleaved evergreen forest)
75th percentile for all other vegetation types

Minimal stomata resistance (RSMIN) mean

Longwave surface emissivity (EMIS_RAD) mean

Root depth (ROOT_DP) mean

Normalized difference vegetation index maximum 85th percentile for vegetation type 4 (closed broadleaved evergreen forest)
(NDVI_MAX) 75th percentile for all other vegetation types

Roughness length (Z0) 85th percentile for vegetation type 4 (closed broadleaved evergreen forest)
75th percentile for all other vegetation types

Fraction of evergreen forest (FOR_E) set to 0.88 for each grid box with the vegetation type 4 or 7; 0 for all
other vegetation types

Fraction of deciduous forest (FOR_D) set to 0.88 for each grid box with the vegetation type 5 or 6; 0 for all
other vegetation types

Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) 85th percentile for vegetation type 4 (closed broadleaved evergreen forest)
75th percentile for all other vegetation types

Normalized difference vegetation index – (monthly) proportion 85th percentile for vegetation type 4 (closed broadleaved evergreen forest)
of actual value/maximum normalized differential vegetation 75th percentile for all other vegetation types
index (NDVI_MRAT)

Surface albedo (ALB) mean

Near-infrared albedo (ALNID) mean

UV albedo (ALUVD) mean

Table A3. The 12:00 UTC JAS mean values of CAPE and CIN along with JAS mean values of the level of free convection (LFC) and total
cloud cover for the coastal, Sahel, and Sahara region (Fig. 1), for the 40 km-P DS, GS, and GS-cSM simulation, and for the 5 km-E DS,
GS, and GS-cSM simulation.

40 km-P DS 40 km-P GS 40 km-P GS-cSM 5 km-E DS 5 km-E GS 5 km-E GS-cSM

C
oa

st
al

CAPE (J kg−1) 737.2 561.1 503.9 706.7 505.6 718.8
CIN (J kg−1) −29.4 −25.7 −22.6 −37.5 −34.1 −18.6
LFC (m) 724 652 683 1131 1236 918
cloud cover (%) 87 89 90 77 79 80

Sa
he

l CAPE (J kg−1) 382.1 500.7 474.1 159.8 220.6 498.8
CIN (J kg−1) −232.8 −232.8 −84.7 −262.0 −211.5 −94.1
LFC (m) 2280 1482 1125 2617 1940 1208
cloud cover (%) 44 68 73 36 58 67

Sa
ha

ra

CAPE (J kg−1) 0.0 12.1 25.5 0.0 2.1 6.0
CIN (J kg−1) 0.0 −106.1 −102.9 0.0 −28.2 −44.4
LFC (m) 3687 2804 2693 3321 2973 2506
cloud cover (%) 17 34 36 20 36 43
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Appendix B: Analysis of 10 km simulations

We analyze the effect of the horizontal resolution on our
findings and present the results for the 10 km parameter-
ized (10 km-P) and explicitly resolved convection (10 km-E)
simulations in the following. We show that the main mech-
anisms described for the 5 km-E and the 40 km-P simula-
tions are also valid for the 10 km-E and 10 km-P simulations.
The results between simulations with the same representa-
tion of convection are more similar to each other than sim-
ulations with the same horizontal resolution. However, the
results show that differences between the 10 km-E and the
10 km-P simulations are not as strong as between the 5 km-
E and the 40 km-P simulation. We do find the characteristic
precipitation–runoff–soil moisture mechanism that limits the
soil moisture–precipitation feedback in the 10 km-E DS and
GS simulations, but the difference to the 10 km-P simulations
coupling is not as strong. We argue that this is because, in
the 10 km-P simulation, the grid spacing already partly al-
lows for explicit calculations of precipitation compared to the
40 km-P simulations. Therefore, precipitation intensity and
runoff are more similar in the 10 km-E and 10 km-P simula-
tions than in the 5 km-E and the 40 km-P simulations.

B1 Changes in vegetation, latent heat flux, and
temperature

Figure B1 shows dominantly similar responses of the surface
variables in the 10 km-P and 10 km-E simulations as in the
40 km-P and 5 km-E simulations, respectively. The merid-
ional vegetation gradient (see Fig. 4a) is identical to the one
in the 5 km-E and the 40 km-P simulation because it is pre-
scribed in the external parameters. The largest differences
between the GS and DS simulations are simulated over the
Sahel region, similarly to the results in the main paper. The
increased vegetation cover yields higher water availability
and, hence, leads to a decrease in sensible heat flux (Fig. B1a
and b) and an increase in latent heat flux (Fig. B1c and d) over
the Sahel. Over the Sahara region, the increase in sensible
heat flux dominates the increase in the turbulent heat fluxes
because water becomes too limited to support stronger latent
heat flux. This increase is approximately equally strong in the
10 km-E and the 10 km-P simulations. We notice that differ-
ences in the turbulent heat fluxes between the 10 km-E and
the 10 km-P simulations are less pronounced than between
the 5 km-E and the 40 km-P simulations. The main differ-
ence is that the maximum increase in latent heat flux in the
10 km-P is located further north (at about 19◦ N) compared to
the 10 km-E simulations (at about 17◦ N), with implications
for temperature and moisture gradient over the continent.

The temperature over the North African continent de-
creases and the location of the maximum temperature shifts
northward (about 2◦) in both representations of convection.
Changes in the meridional temperature distribution between
the GS and DS simulations are noticeably stronger in the

10 km-P than in the 10 km-E simulations. The 10 km-P simu-
lations display a stronger maximum decrease in temperature
(about 3 ◦C) located at about 19◦ N (consistent with the loca-
tion of the maximum increase in latent heat flux). In contrast,
the maximum temperature decrease in the 10 km-E simula-
tions is only 2 ◦C and located further south at about 17◦ N. As
already shown in the main paper, this can have far-reaching
consequences for the monsoon dynamics linked to the AEJ.

B2 Changes in atmospheric dynamics

The low-level southwesterly monsoon intensifies as a re-
sponse to the increased vertical motion over the Sahel (due
to increased energy at the surface and the increase in vertical
motion between the jet axes). With the strengthened mon-
soon flow, more moisture is transported from the coastal re-
gion deep into the Sahel and Sahara region, contributing to
the decrease in relative humidity (Fig. B4). Moreover, the
ITF shifts further north, and thereby the associated region of
dynamical uplifting caused by the convergence of the south-
westerly monsoon winds and the northeasterly Harmattan
winds shifts further north. Similar to the 40 km-P simula-
tions, the southwesterly monsoon flow is stronger and the
monsoon layer is deeper in the 10 km-P compared to the
10 km-E simulations. Therefore, the ITF is located further
north and more cool, moist air is transported into the African
continent to support the generation of convection and precip-
itation.

In response to the changes in the temperature gradient
over North Africa, the AEJ (Fig. B2) strongly weakens in
the GS simulations and shifts 3–4◦ northward in both repre-
sentations of convection. With the shift in the AEJ, the re-
gion of upward motion between the axes of the TEJ and the
AEJ broadens and shifts northward. Consequently, in both
representations of convection, the vertical upward motion
(Fig. B3) decreases over the coastal and southern Sahel re-
gion and intensifies over the rest of the Sahel region. Fur-
thermore, the descending motion over the Sahara decreases
in the GS compared to the DS simulations. The upward ver-
tical motion is generally stronger in the 10 km-P than in the
10 km-E simulations (Fig. B3a–d). We can also find the gen-
erally stronger vertical upward motion in the 40 km-P com-
pared to the 5 km-E simulation. We therefore suggest that
the generally stronger vertical upward motion is a result of
the convective parameterization scheme in our simulations.
Further investigations of this feature would be necessary to
confirm and explain this assumption.

B2.1 Changes in atmospheric thermodynamics

Changes in relative humidity in the 10 km-P and the 10 km-
E simulation are consistent with the changes in the 40 km-
P and the 5 km-E simulation, respectively. Relative humid-
ity reveals a strong increase over the Sahel and Sahara re-
gion, which is consistent with the changes in latent heat flux
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Figure B1. JAS mean meridional distribution of sensible heat flux (a, b), latent heat flux (c, d), and 850 hPa temperature (e, f) for the
Desert Sahara simulations (blue dotted lines), the Green Sahara simulations (blue dashed lines), and the difference between Green Sahara
and Desert Sahara simulation (blue solid lines) for the 10 km-P (a, c, e) and the 10 km-E (b, d, f) simulation, respectively. The vertical dashed
lines indicate the boarders of the coastal, the Sahel, and the Sahara region outlined in Fig. 1.

(Fig. B1c and d) and in the wind field (Fig. B2). Again, it
is likely that stronger convection in the GS simulations posi-
tively feeds back on the atmospheric humidity.

Generally, the 10 km-P simulations show higher relative
humidity values throughout the troposphere and over all lati-
tudes (not shown). The increase in relative humidity over the
Sahel–Sahara region between the GS and the DS simulation
is more pronounced in the 10 km-P GS than in the 10 km-
E GS simulation, while the decrease in relative humidity over
the coastal region is stronger in the 10 km-E GS simulation.

Table B1 reveals that the stability of the atmosphere be-
comes more supportive for convection and precipitation in
the GS compared to the DS simulations in both representa-
tions of convection. Over the coastal region, conditions for
convection and precipitation are very supportive, with high
CAPE and cloud cover and low (weak negative) CIN and
LFC values. We find that CAPE over the Sahel increases
more strongly in the 10 km-E GS than in the 10 km-P GS
simulation. Additionally, CIN values are less negative. How-
ever, the LFC is lower and cloud cover higher in the 10 km-P
than in the 10 km-E simulations.

Conditions for convection and precipitation are overall
more supportive in the 10 km-P simulations. However, differ-
ences in CAPE between the 10 km-P GS and the 10 km-E GS
simulation are smaller or even reversed compared to the re-
sults between the 40 km-P GS and the 5 km-E GS simulation.

B3 Changes in precipitation

In agreement with the results of the main paper (Sect. 3.1.4),
precipitation in the GS simulations decreases over the coastal
region and strongly increases over the Sahel region (Figs. B5
and B6). This shift of the main precipitation band is con-
sistent with the changes in the thermodynamic gradient over
North Africa. The latter is characterized by a decrease in la-
tent heat flux (Fig. B1c and d), relative humidity (Fig. B4),
and vertical upward motion (Fig. B3) over the coastal region;
in contrast, the strongest increase in these variables is over
the Sahel region. The change in the thermodynamic gradi-
ent modifies the atmospheric dynamic: the AEJ weakens and
shifts northward. Consistent with previous studies (Grist and
Nicholson, 2001; Nicholson and Grist, 2001), this enhances
the conditions for convection and precipitation over the Sahel
and Sahara region. Similar to the precipitation response in the
main paper, the 10 km-P simulations simulate a stronger in-
crease in precipitation over the Sahel and Sahara region and
a weaker decrease over the coastal region compared to the
10 km-E simulations.

Consistent with the findings in the main paper, both repre-
sentations of convection simulate a positive land–atmosphere
coupling in response to the increase in vegetation cover
over the Sahel and Sahara region, while a negative feed-
back evolves over the coastal region. This land–atmosphere
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Figure B2. Vertical cross section of the wind field over the WA domain (Fig. 1). The shading displays the mean zonal wind, and the arrows
display the mean meridional and vertical wind for the 10 km-P DS (a) and GS (c) as well as the 10 km-E DS (b) and GS (d) simulation,
respectively. Note that the vertical wind speed is multiplied by 100 to make arrows more visible. The locations of the African easterly
jet (AEJ) and the tropical easterly jet (TEJ) are indicated by the labels. The dashed vertical lines indicate the borders of the coastal, Sahel,
and Sahara domain also displayed in Fig. 1.

Table B1. JAS mean values of 12:00 UTC CAPE along with CIN and JAS mean level of free convection (LFC) as well as total cloud cover
for the coastal, Sahel, and Sahara region (Fig. 1) for the 10 km-E and the 10 km-P DS and GS simulation, respectively.

10 km-P DS 10 km-P GS 10 km-E DS 10 km-E GS

C
oa

st
al

CAPE (J kg−1) 641.5 505.0 818.5 567.9
CIN (J kg−1) −30.7 −22.8 −31.0 −31.2
LFC (m) 738 654 945 1000
cloud cover (%) 88 91 79 78

Sa
he

l CAPE (J kg−1) 309.6 390.6 162.6 300.2
CIN (J kg−1) −257.6 −291.2 −128.1 −199.2
LFC (m) 2253 1365 2648 1902
cloud cover (%) 48 74 34 57

Sa
ha

ra

CAPE (J kg−1) 0.8 13.01 0.0 0.7
CIN (J kg−1) −43.7 −83.3 0.0 −4.3
LC (m) 3508 2692 3203 2907
cloud cover (%) 18 37 17 33

coupling is stronger in the 10 km-P simulations compared
to the 10 km-E simulations. However, differences tend to be
smaller (e.g., in latent heat flux and thermodynamics).

B4 The soil moisture–runoff–precipitation mechanism

We can find a more pronounced response of the atmosphere
to changes in the vegetation cover in the 10 km-P than in the
10 km-E simulations. As already examined in the main pa-
per, this weaker land–atmosphere coupling is strongly deter-
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Figure B3. Vertical cross section of the vertical wind component for the 10 km-E DS (a), GS (b), and the difference between the GS and
DS (c) simulation; similarly for the 10 km-P DS (d), GS (e), and GS minus DS (f) simulation, respectively. We averaged over the WA domain
outlined in Fig. 1. Again, the locations of the African easterly jet (AEJ) and the tropical easterly jet (TEJ) are indicated by the labels. The
dashed vertical lines again indicate the latitudes of the coastal, Sahel, and Sahara domain also displayed in Fig. 1.

Figure B4. JAS mean meridional vertical cross section of relative humidity for the difference between the GS and DS simulation for the
10 km-P (a) and the 10 km-E (b) simulations. The average is calculated over the WA domain, and the vertical dashed lines indicate the
boarders of the coastal, the Sahel, and the Sahara region outlined in Fig. 1.

mined by the soil moisture–runoff–precipitation mechanism
that dampens the potential precipitation response to changes
in the land surface in explicitly resolved convection simula-
tions.

Figure B7a displays higher amounts of runoff relative to
the amount of precipitation in the 10 km-E than in the 10 km-
P simulations. In both the 10 km-E DS (not shown) and
GS simulation 36 % of precipitation leaves the system as
runoff. In comparison, in the 10 km-P DS (not shown) and
GS simulation only 23 % and 29 % of precipitation are lost
into runoff.

Due to the overall higher loss of precipitation water into
runoff, the daily change in soil moisture content (in the up-
permost six soil layers up to a depth of 3.42 m) is smaller
in the 10 km-E than in the 10 km-P simulations (Fig. B7b).
Hence, soil moisture is generally noticeably lower in the
10 km-E compared to the 10 km-P simulations (especially
over the coastal and Sahel region) (not shown). Moreover, the
changes in soil moisture between the GS and DS simulation
are much smaller in the 10 km-E than in the 10 km-P sim-
ulations, resulting in smaller mean evapotranspiration rates
(Fig. B7c). This feature is identical to the results of the main
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Figure B5. JAS mean difference in precipitation rate between the GS and DS simulation for the 10 km-E (a) and the 10 km-P (b) experiment,
respectively. The dashed box indicates the WA analysis domain.

Figure B6. Difference of the JAS mean meridional precipitation
distribution between the GS and DS simulation for the 10 km-E
simulations (blue line) and the 10 km-P simulation (orange line),
respectively. The vertical black dashed lines indicate the borders of
the coastal, the Sahel, and the Sahara region outlined in Fig. 1.

paper. However, Fig. B7d indicates that the reason for the
weaker precipitation response in the 10 km-E simulations is
not because the coupling of precipitation to a given change in
evapotranspiration is weaker. It is rather the dampened evap-
otranspiration due to a missing refilling of soil moisture that
leads to smaller precipitation rates. Additionally, we argue
that the weaker dynamic feedback contributes to smaller pre-
cipitation rates in the 10 km-E simulations compared to the
10 km-P simulations. Based on these results, we argue that
the precipitation–runoff–soil moisture mechanism also exists
in the 10 km-E simulations.

B5 The influence of runoff-controlled soil moisture

We now analyze the differences between the 10 km GS and
GS-cSM simulations to investigate to what extent the runoff
hampers the potential precipitation response to changing sur-
face conditions.

Similar to the results in the main paper, soil moisture con-
tent (Fig. B8) shows a strong increase over the whole WA

domain in the 10 km-E GS-cSM simulation (compared to
the GS simulation), while changes between the 10 km-P GS-
cSM and GS simulation are much smaller (or even show a
decrease in soil moisture).

The resulting increase in latent heat flux in the 10 km-E
GS-cSM simulation is noticeably higher, with a maximum
increase of 40 W m−2 over the northern Sahel, compared to
the 10 km-P GS-cSM simulation (Fig. B9a). This increase in
latent heat flux modulates the increase in relative humidity
(not shown) and promotes the increase in atmospheric ther-
modynamic conditions (Table B2) for convection and pre-
cipitation in the 10 km-E GS-cSM simulations. Changes in
CAPE, CIN, LFC height, and cloud cover between the GS-
cSM and the GS simulations are stronger in the 10 km-E
than in the 10 km-P simulations and further support the in-
crease in precipitation in the 10 km-E GS-cSM simulation.
In the 10 km-P GS-cSM simulation, CAPE decreases slightly
over the Sahel region, but CIN values, LFC height, and cloud
cover support the still higher precipitation rates in the 10 km-
P GS-cSM compared to the 10 km-E GS-cSM simulations.
Differences in the thermodynamics of the atmosphere be-
tween the 10 km-P and the 10 km-E simulations are weaker
than between the 40 km-P and the 5 km-E simulations. Nev-
ertheless, they reflect a noticeable influence of soil moisture
on the atmosphere.

As described in the main paper, the changes in soil mois-
ture and latent heat flux affect the temperature over North
Africa (Fig. B9b). The decrease in temperature is stronger
in the 10 km-E GS-cSM than in the 10 km-P GS-cSM sim-
ulations, with the strongest decrease over the northern Sahel
region. This much stronger decrease in temperature over the
Sahel than over the coastal region modulates the temperature
gradient over the continent and influences the atmospheric
monsoon dynamics. As a result of the weakened temperature
gradient south of about 20◦ N, the AEJ (not shown) again
shifts almost 2◦ further north in the 10 km-E GS-cSM sim-
ulation, while in the 10 km-P GS-cSM simulation it remains
at about the same latitude as in the GS simulation. The AEJ
strength (not shown) does not change substantially between
the GS-cSM and the GS simulation in either the 10 km-E
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Figure B7. Relationship between different variables in the GS simulation (a, b) and the difference between the GS and the DS simulation (c,
d) for the 10 km-E simulations (blue circles) and the 10 km-P simulations (orange circles). Each circle indicates 1 d of the JAS season
averaged over the WA domain outlined in Fig. 1. The panels show the following relationships: (a) the ratio between runoff and precipitation
rate as a function of precipitation rate, (b) the daily change in soil moisture (within the six uppermost soil layers reaching up to a depth of
3.42 m) as a function of the runoff–precipitation ratio, (c) the difference in latent heat flux as a function of the difference in total soil moisture
content (again within the six uppermost soil layers reaching up to a depth of 3.42 m), and (d) the difference in the precipitation rate as a
function of the difference of latent heat flux.

Figure B8. Difference of the JAS mean soil moisture content in the six uppermost soil layers between the GS-cSM and the GS simulation
for the 10 km-E (a) and the 10 km-P (b) simulations. The dashed black box indicates the WA analysis domain.

(about 8.3 and 8.2 m s−1, respectively) or 10 km-P simula-
tions (about 7.9 and 8.3 m s−1, respectively).

In the 10 km-E GS-cSM simulation, the northward shift
of the AEJ core leads to a weaker vertical upward motion
in the lower and middle troposphere between about 18 and
23◦ N (Fig. B10c). However, air masses are still lifted in this
region (Fig. B10a), and the increasing vertical upward mo-
tion in the upper troposphere (Fig. B10c, above ∼ 500 hPa)
indicates that air masses can be lifted further up. Hence, air
masses can reach the freezing level more easily, which makes
the generation of precipitation more effective. This is consis-
tent with the maximum increase in precipitation (Fig. B9c)
in this region. Over the Sahara region vertical upward motion

increases in the lower atmosphere layers and the descending
motion in the upper troposphere decreases. However, only in
the southern Sahara does the availability of enough moisture
allow for the formation of some precipitation.

In the 10 km-P GS-cSM simulation, vertical upward mo-
tion increases noticeably from 20–31◦ N, especially in the
upper troposphere, and strongly decreases in the middle and
upper troposphere between 13 and 20◦ N (Fig. B10d). This
increase in vertical upward motion over the northern Sa-
hel and Sahara region supports the strong increase in pre-
cipitation between 20 and 25◦ N (Fig. B9c). Generally, ver-
tical upward motion remains substantially stronger in the
10 km-P GS-cSM simulations over the whole WA domain
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Figure B9. Difference of the JAS mean meridional distributions of latent heat flux (a), 850 hPa temperature (b), and precipitation (c) between
the GS-cSM and the GS simulations (solid lines) as well as for the GS-cSM simulation (dashed lines in panel c), the 10 km-E (blue lines),
and the 10 km-P (orange lines), respectively. The vertical black dashed lines indicate the boarders of the coastal, the Sahel, and the Sahara
region outlined in Fig. 1.

Table B2. 12:00 UTC JAS mean values of CAPE, CIN and JAS mean values of the level of free convection (LFC), and total cloud cover for
the coastal, Sahel, and Sahara region (Fig. 1) as well as for the 10 km-P DS, GS, and GS-cSM simulation and for the 10 km-E DS, GS, and
GS-cSM simulation.

10 km-P GS 10 km-P GS-cSM 10 km-E GS 10 km-E GS-cSM

C
oa

st
al

CAPE (J kg−1) 505.0 423.8 567.9 792.4
CIN (J kg−1) −22.8 −24.1 −31.2 −17.3
LFC (m) 654 748 1000 781
cloud cover (%) 91 90 78 79

Sa
he

l CAPE (J kg−1) 390.6 349.7 300.2 721.3
CIN (J kg−1) −128.1 −92.27 −199.23 −84.72
LFC (m) 1365 1076 1902 1269
cloud cover (%) 74 76 57 66

Sa
ha

ra

CAPE (J kg−1) 13.0 16.0 0.74 5.49
CIN (J kg−1) −83.3 −119.52 −4.26 −77.35
LFC (m) 2692 2448 2907 2730
cloud cover (%) 37 41 33 38

(Fig. B10a and b) as already found in the DS and GS simu-
lations (Fig. B3) and in the main paper (Fig. 13).

Precipitation (Fig. B9c) increases especially over the Sa-
hel region in the 10 km-E GS-cSM simulation, while in the
10 km-P GS-cSM simulation, precipitation displays a strong
decrease between 14 and 20◦ N, consistent with the strong
decrease in vertical upward motion (Fig. B10d). However,
over the northern Sahel (north of 20◦ N) and the southern
Sahara region (up to about 25◦ N), precipitation shows an
equally strong or stronger increase in precipitation in the
10 km-P compared to the 10 km-E simulations, despite only
very weak changes in soil moisture and latent heat flux.
Hence, in contrast to the results in the main paper, monsoonal
rainfall in the GS-cSM simulations extends slightly further
north in the 10 km-P than in the 10 km-E simulations.

In summary, the 10 km-P and 10 km-E simulations also
show a positive land–atmosphere feedback over the Sahel–
Sahara region and a negative feedback over the coastal re-
gion. The differences between the 10 km-E and 10 km-P sim-
ulations are slightly weaker than between the 5 km-E and the
40 km-P simulations, but the principal mechanisms remain
the same. The comparison between the GS and the GS-cSM
simulations reveals a considerable influence of the runoff
(i.e., of soil moisture) on the atmospheric state and hence
on monsoonal precipitation in our simulations.
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Figure B10. Vertical cross section of the vertical wind component for the GS-cSM and for the difference between the GS-cSM and GS sim-
ulation for the 10 km-E (a, c) and the 10 km-P (b, d), respectively, averaged over the WA domain outlined in Fig. 1. The dashed vertical lines
again indicate the latitudes of the coastal, Sahel, and Sahara domain also displayed in Fig. 1.
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